Supplementary Materials 1.2: Calculation of the overlap between distributions
No gold standard approach for calculating the overlap between multiple (competing) distributions is available. The approach used in the current study defines the overlap between distributions as the mean overlap percentage over all distribution-specific overlaps, for which the distribution-specific overlap is defined as the percentage of the distribution that is overlapping with any other distribution. More precisely, the calculation can be performed according to the following steps:
(1) Define a pre-specified number of equally sized bins that cover the observations of all distributions (2) Calculate the density of all distributions for each bin (1) (3) For each distribution, calculate the "overlap density" in each of the bins (1) by determining how much the density (2) overlaps with the corresponding highest density of the other distributions (4) Calculate the distribution-specific overlap by dividing the area under the "overlap density" curve (3) by the area under overall density curve (2) (5) Calculate the overall overlap between all distributions as the average of the distribution-specific overlaps (4) R code used to calculate the overlap between competing time-to-event distributions is provided below.
# This function calculates the overlap between competing # time-to-event distributions based on a 'data' object # containing two columns, i.e. 'time' and 'event'.
data.frame with two columns: # + time: column containing the times # + event: column containing the events corresponding to the times # -n.bins: the number of bins used for the 'density' function # -digits: the number of digits to round the results to # Load package for calculating the Area Under the Curve (AUC) library(flux); # Get the events in the data events <-sort(unique(data$event)); n.events <-length(events);
# Get event-specific times times <-lapply(events, function(e) { subset(data, event==e)$time; }); # Density settings min <-min(data$time); max <-max(data$time); n <-n.bins; (-) indicates that the corresponding probabilities were either zero or one, i.e. one of the competing events was not observed, making a comparison of the relative absolute incidence irrelevant.
